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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the thermal comfort level of a classroom at an academic building (SCOLA) in the Özyeğin University 
campus has been studied. Our primary focus is on the optical properties of window glasses and their impact 
on thermal comfort. The classroom is equipped with ceiling diffusers for mechanical ventilation (MV), and 
additional natural ventilation is assumed to be supplied by opening windows depending on user preferences. 
For the evaluation of thermal comfort, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation has carried out and the 
solar heat gain from windows were compared. Effects of solar transmissivity (Tsolar

) of window glasses and mean 
radiant temperature (MRT) on thermal comfort are analyzed in detail. Different scenarios have been performed 
with the wavelength dependent absorption coefficient of window glasses, mechanical and natural ventilation 
alternatives and their combinations.
Thermal comfort criteria have been qualified by using analytical approximation specified in ISO 7730 Standard 
with CFD simulations results. All simulations and measurement performed have been on stationary scenarios. 
However, unsteady effects resulting from instantaneous changes of occupants’ behaviors and outdoor conditions 
resulting from weather changes need to take into account in further studies.

INTRODUCTION
The NEED4B Project, based on an EU-FP7 grant to Center for Energy Environment and Economy (CEEE) at 
Özyeğin University aimed to satisfy the conditions for the energy efficiency and comfort in an academic building 
throughout the construction design period and after. In this paper, we considered an occupied classroom to 
carry out detailed measurements and perform simulations under different conditions, building materials and 
ideas, particularly for thermal comfort. With this knowledge gained, we can scale up our efforts to the entire 
building [1]. Thermal comfort simulation depends on solving conservation of energy equation between the 
environment and human body, for which there  is a well-accepted approach [2]. The heat gains and losses from 
body skin occurs by radiation, convection, conduction, respiration and evaporation. Energy balance equation 
can be expressed in simple term as:

M-W= E+R+C+K+S           (1)

where, M is metabolic rate, W is the external work and E, R, C and K are the temperature exchange of evaporation, 
radiation and convection and S is the stored temperature energy [3]. This simple equation requires many inputs 
about the human thermo regulation system and it can be extendable for solving different methods as analytical, 
empirical or numerical solutions. In literature, studies using analytical approach are found to be  adequate 
for models as only manikins or simple room geometries [4],[5]. For instance, Fig. 1 illustrates the temperature 
exchange between outside and windows of a room. By using the heat transfer equations (2), (3), and (4) for 
steady-state condition helps in solving this simple modeling problem. 
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           (2)

                     (3)

          (4)

Fourier’s law for conduction heat transfer is equation (2) and k is the coefficient of heat conductivity. For convective 
heat flux equation (3); h is heat transfer coefficient, A is the area of object, Ts is   the surface temperature of 
objects and Tf is the air temperature. Equation (4) is the form of radiative heat flux and ε is emissivity of surfaces, 
σ is Stefan’s constant, Ar is radiating area, Tr is temperature of radiator surface and Ts is surrounding surfaces.

 

Figure 1 Energy balance on window Figure 2 Geometry for the CFD model of an 
occupied classroom

As can be seen in Fig. 2, with complex geometries walls, windows, occupants and HVAC tools require using 
numerical model to show flow distribution and solving conjugating heat transfer.

An empirical approach is considered here on it is the most reliable procedure. However it is not suitable for 
construction design phase and also models are very expensive. By utilizing analytical or simple empirical approach 
along with numerical solutions validation of the complex models can be performed. CFD tool provides an 
opportunity to achieve design criteria with low cost and speed. By using CFD, determination of the thermal 
effects in a complex model and validation of the results with measurement data is possible. CFD is a useful 
design tool for construction environmental projects analysis from outdoor climate problems to detailed indoor 
human-scale climate studies have been used extensively for last 15 years [6]. Moreover, it procures including 
HVAC system the working principle as air flow distribution with defined temperature, temperature generation 
model of human body, solar heat flux on surfaces and inclusive of radiation in materials. In CFD analyze, solid 
opaque or transparent materials physical properties (conductivity, capacity of temperature and density etc.) 
can be implemented. In order to reduce the cost of calculation for complex models, we omitted the human 
thermoregulation modeling and applied only inside environmental thermal and flow characteristic in this study. 
Considering all of these, CFD supports solving the heat transfer in solid materials and air flow distribution as 
coupled in more details [7],[8]. 
Glazing systems, that is window glasses, are important due to thermal, visual and acoustic comfort for façade 
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design  [9],[10]. Visual and acoustic comfort are not considered in this study. Utilizing the advantage of 
glass materials for thermal comfort, physical properties of windows are analyzed under different conditions. 
To examine the thermal comfort in details, effect of window glasses modeled as solar radiation, long-wave 
radiation and convective drafts, where physical surface properties (absorption, transmissivity and reflectivity) of 
a window glasses for solar heat flux (SHF) have an impact on thermal comfort. In summer time, temperature of 
highly radiation heat flux absorber window glasses causes discomfort due to long-wave radiation and increase 
convection in front of window glasses as drafts. If highly transmitted window glasses are used, solar radiation hits 
on the occupant surface directly, results in a diverse thermal comfort as asymmetrical radiation. In winter time, 
mean radiant temperature decrease inside of the classroom and heat transfer occurs from the body surface of 
occupant to outside [11]. Occupant impress by windows surface viewing area. Higher view factors due to larger 
windows or a person sitting closer to it, affects thermal comfort significantly [12]. 
In order to evaluate the thermal comfort, we can use different standards which utilize the analytical calculation 
of Fanger comfort parameters. Fanger comfort parameters were described by P.O. Fanger in 1970 [13]. Predicted 
Mean Vote (PMV) and Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfaction (PPD) are two parameters. Calculation of these 
parameters analytically can be found in ISO 7730 Standards. CFD tool constitutes required parameters for Fanger 
method as air velocity, air temperature, mean radiant temperature and humidity (Called; four variables-FV). 
After calculation of PMV and PPD, however, we need to submit the result in a comfort zone which is defined 
in the norm of EN 13779. All assumptions have been made in this study for an occupied classroom during 
the day of April and May. In order to understand the effects of different window glasses on thermal comfort, 
verification of a measured data with the CFD results has been done and compared with a case study for only 
using two different window glasses. One window glass is assumed to has high absorption coefficient (HAC), low 
solar radiation transmissivity (T

sol=13) and other has low absorption coefficient (LAC) and highly solar radiation 
transmissivity (Tsol=80).

2. SUMMARY of MEASUREMENTS

2.1 Details of Classroom Geometry

  

Figure 3 General view of SCOLA Building at Özyeğin 
University is shown for the location of simulations

Figure 4 Top view of occupied 
classroom with diffusers, door and 
window
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Fig. 3 illustrates the general view of 6-storey SCOLA Building. The measurements conducted in the marked floor 
(as shown in Fig. 3), 2D plan of hindmost classroom are illustrated in Fig. 4. Generally, the classroom is occupied 
by 20 students. As it is demonstrated in the fig. 2, the windows are closed during the cooling period in a day. In 
the classroom, there are 4 diffusers, two of them blow the cooled air and others pass through the hot air to the 
ceiling floor in summer time. Moreover, there is another diffuser which works continuously. This diffuser holds 
the classroom under negative pressure to take fresh air inside to classroom from cracks of under door. Regularly, 
halls of this building are maintained with independent air conditioner system for fresh air channel.

2.2 Measurements

In order to evaluate the accuracy of numerical simulations, a test scenario was built in the unoccupied classroom 
for the conditions corresponded to that for the 27th of April. Ambient temperature was obtained from the 
university weather station. Furthermore, inside air temperature was measured for 25 minutes. The mechanical 
ventilation worked during the day until 20 minutes before the measurement. Therefore, SHF from the windows 
and measurer metabolic rate were energy sources during this time.
There were few surfaces cause in air leakages into the classroom and one occurs under the door of classroom. 
Moreover, classroom’s environment divided into two parts equally with the same area and our measurement 
classroom is one of them. Thus, there are other leakages from adjacent classroom, were in same conditions and 
had same air temperature at measurement time. So, only the effects of solar radiation can cause temperature 
change inside the classroom. Moreover, air temperature in hall 1°C colder than classroom temperature because 
the sun temperature flux is less and there is always active mechanical ventilation for stationary temperature along 
the hall. Outside air temperature was accepted constant at 18°C (fig. 5) and the relative humidity was 37%. In 
measurement day, sky was clear. Therefore, environmental temperature was calculated by ambient temperature 
and dew-point temperature. By this way the environmental temperature applied as -1°C for radiation calculation 
between the outside of classroom and sky. There was only one person seated at rest in classroom and its 
metabolic rate was defined constant 58.2 W/m² for latent and sensible temperature. Other details of boundary 
conditions are illustrated in table 1 for wall surfaces.

Boundary Conditions Temperature Heat transfer 
Coeff.

Outside walls
with windows

18°C 8 W/m2K

Outside wall without windows 24.5°C 3 W/m2K

Inside wall near of hall another 
classrooms

24.5°C -

Table 1 initial boundary conditions on walls of classroom

Figure 5 Ambient air temperature fluctuation during one
hour was taken from the weather station at the University
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Testo-635 device was used to collect the data of temperature, velocity, humidity and radiant globe temperature 
with one-minute intervals. This device has two different probes and one thermocouple. One of the probes is 
for mean radiant temperature; globe thermometer and other is for hot-wire anemometry probe. Thermocouple 
has been used to measure wall and glass temperatures. Fig. 6 illustrates the thermocouples on the window glass. 
Collecting globe thermometer radiation data showed in Fig. 7.

Figure 6 Thermocouples on the window glasses Figure 7 Mean radiant temperature measurement 
on the surface of person

 3. NUMERICAL MODELING
CFD analysis based on the data obtained has been performed and verified with the measurement results. 
Simulation model does not include fancoil details. To reduce the computational requirements we did not model 
the heat exchangers, fan geometry away others. The fancoil mechanism modeled as the hot air passes from the 
two diffusers inside classroom to celling environment (as shown by red arrows in figure 2) and sucked/drawn by 
the wall surface of ceiling floor. Moreover, cold air is blown from the other two diffusers (as shown by blue arrows 
in figure 2). In Fig. 8 blue areas illustrate the surface of the return air exhaust boundary conditions. In validation, 
mechanical ventilation has been neglected in simulations. It only activated in comparison scenario. Fig. 9 shows 
the 3D model of the diffuser, where diffusers are of general industrial use. The geometrical design based on the 
targeted air diffusion performances of four different directions.

 Figure 8 Side view of classroom– Blue parts inside of
ceiling floor are surfaces of virtual fan for air changes.

Figure 9 Geometrical shape of diffusers
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In Table 2, physical properties of material used in construction of the classroom are given. The walls are composed 
of paint, plaster board, gypsum and bricks layers, due to that united resistance data for the wall have been 
obtained from the constructor during the construction period of SCOLA Building and utilized. Furthermore, 
absorption coefficient of window glasses mentioned in Fig. 18.

Physical Properties of 
Materials

Density
kg/m³

S p e c i f i c 
Temperature
J/(kg.K)

Thermal Cond.
W/m.K

Concrete  (Side walls) 850 1000 0,55
Glass (Windows) 2600 670 1,3
Aluminum (Profile) 2700 953 155
Wood (Door) 650 1200 0,14

Table 2 Physical properties of solid materials

3.1 CFD Solver and Mesh Generation
Transient analyses have been performed by utilizing the FloEFD software. Favre averaged Navier-Stokes equations 
has been solved using the finite volume method with k-epsilon turbulence model [14]. Generally, using fine grid 
size gives higher numerical accuracy than coarse mesh especially in geometrical model’s narrow channels for flow 
distributions and on the wall surfaces for thermal boundary layer heat transfer. Both immersed boundary mesh 
and Cartesian mesh types are applied, as in solving the Navier-Stokes equations with k-epsilon turbulence model 
requires very fine mesh. To overcome this computational problem, software’s novel Two-Scale Wall Function 
(2SWF) with special integral technique is used to solve sub-scale boundary layer on walls. [12]. In Fig. 10, mesh 
details are illustrated on the diffusers. 

       
Figure 10 Detailed diffuser mesh view 

Initially, for 5 seconds solution data one time mesh refinement was applied and time steps was 0.05 seconds. After 
5s, time step was increased to 0,5s. Total duration of the analysis was 20 minutes. Most critical point in simulations 
is to solve the heat transfer as coupled solid materials and air. Thus, temperature absorption of solid materials, 
especially temperature source of solar energy, is simulated by using coupled approach. In steady-state conditions, 
solving the heat transfer equation ignores the temperature capacity of solid materials. Including the temperature 
capacity of solid materials indicates the heating and cooling time in transient solutions. Therefore, the effects of 
these parameters on thermal comfort can be simulated.

3.2 Radiation Model:
In general, CFD software packages prefer to use surface to surface (S2S) radiation model to solve the radiation 
heat transfer with ray tracing algorithm in building simulations, as it computationally cheaper and more adequate. 
Although, FloEFD software obliges to use discrete ordinates (DO) model, when to solve heat transfer for transparent 
materials especially glasses while applying absorption coefficient for transparent materials. Accepting glass materials 
as participating medium and using absorption coefficient changing with wavelength can be applicable. In this 
way, absorption coefficient is applied instead of solar transmissivity of surface properties of glasses in simulations. 
Discrete Ordinates (DO) model solves the radioactive transfer equation (RTE) for a finite number of discrete 
solid angles, each associated with a vector direction. In addition, number of discrete directions determines the 
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accuracy of the solution. In the DO method the RTE is solved for a set of discrete directions s
r

 representing the 
directional domain of 4π at any position within the computational domain defined by the position vector r

r

. The directional domain resolve into specified number of equal solid angles or directions. The total number of 
directions is defined as the following:

        (5)

Discretization level (7 applied in simulations) can define by RL parameter in software. In each direction, the 
radiation intensity is considered as constant. Software does not include scattering coefficient in RTE, can be 
written as: 

                  (6) 

In here, radiation intensity I per solid angle and to calculate bI which blackbody radiation intensity is:

          (7)

Transient analysis was performed for the duration of 25 minutes. Due to which, SHF decreases from 760 to 
615 W/m2K in 25 minutes. For the last time step which has been at 18:05pm, distribution of air temperature 
is illustrated in Fig. 11. SHF heats up the walls and window glasses. So, temperature surface of inward walls 
increased and thermal gradient occurs. In the same way, in Fig. 12 MRT distribution was shown on human skin. 
MRT can be calculated by using the formula: 

                 (8)

Where, diffuseI  is the intensity of the diffuse (thermal) radiation (W/m2/rad), sunI is the intensity of the solar 

radiation (W/m2), s  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

Figure 11 Cross section plot left to right – from 
windows to door inside air temperature at 18:05pm

Figure 12 Mean radiant temperatures on the skin at 
18.05pm in simulation
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Simulation results provide appropriate data in making the comparison with the measurements obtained. 
Temperature change occur on the wall surface is comparatively slower than on the window glasses during 
the sunset time. A reasonable agreement was found between the measured data and the simulation results as 
shown in Fig. 13 and 14. Measuring and exporting data from simulation, the surface near to subject’s face provide 
comparable result for MRT. Using this verified solution, one can derive new different materials and conditions 
for thermal comfort comparison. 

Figure 13 Mean Radiant Temperature near of the 
skin surface of subject 

Figure 14 Inside surface temperatures of windows 
measurement and simulation results from the 
same surface of windows 

4. THERMAL COMFORT EVALUATION CRITERIA

Fanger comfort parameters have been utilized to calculate thermal comfort analytically in simulations. While 
calculating PMV, software generates FV using boundary conditions on surfaces from computational fluid domain 
numerically. Later, computational solution completed, metabolic rate of human body and clothing resistance 
values were defined in simulations. So, software solved it analytically using the equations which was included 
in ISO 7730 Standard. Cold to hot range, 7 thermal sensation points gives feedback regarding people’s thermal 
comfort level mentioned in Fig. 15. Additionally, PPD parameter is used for a quantitative prediction of the 
percentage of thermally dissatisfied people [16].

Distance from the inner 
surface

D e f a u l t 
Values (m)

Floors (lowers boundary) 0.05
Floors (upper boundary) 1.8
External windows and doors 1
HVAC appliances 1
External Walls 0.5
Internal Walls 0.5

Figure 15 shows the PPD (%) as a function of PMV 
values [14] 

Table 3 Comfort zone general distance from the 
boundaries [17] 
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Under different circumstances, CFD model allows us to calculate the FVs. In this way, we can compare different 
components or physical assumptions rapidly in designing phase by putting the other two variables; clothing 
resistance and metabolic rate. While evaluating the comfort parameters, we need to examine them in a comfort 
zone. The recommended distance between people to surfaces (walls, windows, floor etc.) mentioned in Table 3, 
and these distances supplied from EN-13739 [17]. All CFD simulation results are showed on surfaces in a comfort 
zone to make them meaningful. Otherwise, examining the thermal comfort so close the windows, diffusers or 
walls can be uncomfortable than excepted.

5. COMPARISON OF TWO DIFFERENT GLASSES BY CFD 

Later, three distinct window glasses have been analyzed. One of them, for the validation scenario that is accepted 
for mid-transparent, others have higher absorption coefficients (case 1) and lower absorption coefficient (case 
2) window glasses. In Fig. 16 comparison of their physical properties for absorption coefficient along with the 
wavelength distribution between 300-2500 nm was shown.

 
Figure 16 Comparison of three different window 
glasses absorption coefficient.

Figure 17 Measurement points in comfort zone for 
figure 20 and 21.

Computationally, solving transient analyses require so much time by coupling solid-fluid interaction and 
solar changing hourly. Thus, in order to decrease the simulation time, only two students in the classroom are 
considered and completed the simulation along the 12:00pm to 18:00pm (analysis period). Airflow distribution 
remains unchanged for various time steps, due to the reason that only SHF data changed during iterations. 
Therefore, flow-freezing option was used periodically during the six hours simulation time. As the flow-freezing 
option activated, only heat transfer equations are solved for solid materials. After a short time, again they will be 
solved couples (air and solid body’s heat transfer). Thus, this approach saves time.
In these two comparison cases only properties of window glasses are different. All other boundary conditions 
remain same and constant due to the nature of turbulence models, however, there are definitely certain differences 
apart from choosing different window glasses. Fig. 18 and 19 illustrates the air temperature and MRT changing 
average of seven points in classroom. These seven points was marked in Fig. 17. In case 1, near of windows in 
comfort zone boundary, SHF causes increasing more air temperature and MRT. In Case 2, thermal comfort does 
not affect the comfort zone immensely as it has high absorption for SHF.
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Figure 18 Average air temperature differences with 
two types of window glasses (LAC-HAB) at seven 
points.

 Figure 19 Average MRT differences with two types 
of window glasses (LAC-HAB) at seven points.

Fancoil mechanism works in these simulations. The cold air was blown (19°C) into the classroom during the 
six hours at a constant temperature from two diffusers, in summer time. Simulations for two cases include 
mechanical ventilation inside the classroom. Air distribution from the diffusers remains similar in each cases. 
Thus, only for one step velocity distribution is illustrated in Fig. 20. Increased air velocity has been observed near 
of windows caused by convection effects. During the analysis (sunset time), only changing of solar heat flux 
affects the classroom thermal comfort. In order to comment about the thermal comfort, air and mean radiant 
temperatures illustrated in Fig. 21 respectively. As the figure shows increase in air temperature in case 1 and has 
slightly higher temperature, approximately 2°C (Fig.21-1). In addition, MRT comparison illustrates after 14:00pm 
for case 1, radiant temperature difference increases especially near of windows. Right side of the classroom from 
the top view, MRT effects are observed much higher than air temperature rise for thermal comfort. Whereas, 
HVAC mechanism controls only the air temperature and humidity. So, instead of decreasing air temperature, 
MRT should be blocked before taking inside the classroom for thermal comfort.

While evaluating the comfort parameter of PMV, it is important to wear suitable summer trousers and short-
sleeved shirts, whose thermal resistance with naked body is 0,4 Km2/W of total clothes. PMV distribution on the 
surface is calculated for the illustrated field in Fig. 22-1 by this assumption. As shown in Fig. 22-1, PMV values 
does not exceed the 2 (WARM) and occurs barely as only the window glasses with low absorption coefficient 
are selected. Enough SHF was taken inside the classroom and temperatures rises on the surface of walls for case 
1. If students sit near of the windows in the comfort zone, until sun radiation left the classroom student felt 
warmer. Fig. 22-2 illustrates the PPD distribution in comfort zone. Case 1 executes more discomfort area than 
case 2. Upper of 35% people near of windows in case 1 feel themselves discomfort. Between 17:00 pm and 18:00 
pm PPD values are still higher due to inside high temperature of walls. Emissivity value has been applied 0.9 all 
of the inside wall surfaces. Thus, walls despite the SHF decreasing still causes the discomfort due to their heat 
capacity and radiation emissivity. On the other hand, Case 2 is more thermally comfort than case 1. Where 
light transmissivity in case 2 is 24% for the selected window glasses. Generally, designers prefer at least 60% light 
transmissivity in classrooms for visual comfort. Our light transmissivity of used window glass for measurement 
case was 74%. Lowest absorption window glass had 83% light transmissivity. Thus, window glass of case 2 had 
the lowest transmissivity for the visual comfort.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the effects of air circulation and window properties on user thermal comfort in a classroom were 
studied in transient fashion. Air and wall surface temperature changes in the classroom depending on only the 
SHF change have been validated with the measured values. Given the consistency obtained after validation study, 
a number of analyses have been completed for comparisons by defining the window absorption coefficients 
according to spectral properties. In two case studies which were carried out was PMV and PPD values, we 
observed discomfort when the transmissivity of window glass is too high for solar heat flux. Thermal comfort 
can be analyzed by changing physical properties of materials or making certain physical changes in the classroom 
by utilizing of CFD simulations (For example, opening the windows, using curtains, changing the type or angle 
of diffuser). 

Figure 20 Average velocity distributions on cut-plot surface have been generated in front of sitting person.

Figure 21 Top view at the height of between the head and chest of a person. “a” illustrates the window glass 
of low absorption coefficient case and “b” illustrates the highest absorption window glass case. Fig. 21-1 
from 12:00pm to 18:00pm cut-plots illustrate comparison of the air temperature distributions. Fig. 21-2 
illustrates comparison of MRT distributions. 

Windows	Side 21
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Figure 22 Top view at the height of between the head and chest of a person. “a” illustrates the window glass 
of low absorption coefficient case and “b” illustrates the highest absorption window glass case. Fig. 22-1 from 
12:00pm to 18:00pm cut-plots illustrate comparison of the PMV distributions. Fig. 22-2 illustrates comparison of 
PPD distributions. 
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